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The Blue Print Concept
A word from Randy Karnes
In 2010 CU*Answers declared that it was going to work with credit unions to “Start Businesses in Our
Network”. It starts by creating the vision that “our network” is referring to all of the participants. The
word community is getting a lot of use today, almost too much, but that is what our network is; a
community of opportunity. A place where a million members do their business, where thousands of
talented credit union professionals add their efforts, and a place where hundreds of organizations vest
their operations. Our community is one rich with solutions, resources, and aspirations.
The issue is that those opportunities and solutions are not always perfectly matched within a single
organization. Teams throughout the network find themselves daily in situations where they have excess
capacity in one area, and real shortages in others. Any given member of one credit union might find
that they are lacking a solution with their home credit union that might be served by one of the
network’s credit unions. Any given staff member might be thinking how much more they could offer if
they could just do more with more credit unions. Somewhere within the network is a CEO wondering
how to get more return on their investment in capacity and capabilities built into their team. There is
the opportunity for a new kind of commerce in our network should the participants just formulize and
extend themselves to each other. More than a desire to cooperate, more than an informal exchange of
hope, more than a “we should do this effort” – we need to Start Businesses!
It might all start with a template? It might all start with a simple example of a business in motion? It
might all pick up some speed with a couple of trusted resources? It might catch fire with the right Blue
Prints!
To that end, CU*Answers has developed a series of Blue Prints related to our Network Business Units led
by the Xtend Team. These blue prints are the beginning of several projects and have several expected
outcomes or goals. First, to be a guide for CU*Answer network participants to utilize in starting their
own collaborative businesses within our community. Second, to enlist other companies in considering
both the strengths and the weaknesses of our business designs so we can improve them, document the
units and record the digital intelligence about what we do. Third, to start the creative competition
within our community that will employ more people, offer more solutions, push for more innovation,
and ultimately leave no opportunity unanswered no matter where it comes from or who answers the
call.
So let’s get to it – turn a template into a business. Launch a business to turn opportunity into a return
for you and your members. Lift a network of participants beyond what any stand alone firm or player
could do on their own.
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Considerations for Starting an Auditing Business
A word from Jim Vilker

Overview:
Recently I was asked if I were ever to start up a company like Audit Link what are the first considerations
that would come to mind. First, I believe that a business centered on compliance and auditing is the
easiest to get off the ground in a collaborative model. Considering the “Blue Print” and the sample
business plan that follow have already been digested, would this be enough for a credit union to go into
business? My answer is no—there are a number of other questions or gut checks that must be
performed prior to jumping in. The following are some of those considerations and key points that
must be addressed prior to starting this path.

Identification of regional players and their intents
o

o

o

What are their needs related to compliance and auditing? This Blue Print outlines the needs
being addressed by the existing Audit Link division of CU*Answers. Does this model fit and if not
what effect will that have on resource requirements and the income and expense pro formas?
o Is the upfront compliance work included (Tier One)?
o Is the daily work required (Tier Two)?
o What may be ongoing revenue streams?, such as ongoing compliance related advice and
activities.
Is the group organized and motivated enough to engage to the degree where they would sign a
letter of intent? The pro forma, pricing structure, and potential capital requirements can only
be developed once this phase has been complete.
What is the inventory of existing resources to be used, to be developed, to be certified? When
can these bodies be ready to hit the ground running?

What is the expected business model desired
o

o
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What association with CU*Answers Audit Link is preferred?
o An extended division of CU*Answers Audit Link, with revenue/expense sharing
capabilities, but some type of local governance built in. This would alleviate the new
regional player from building redundant systems, including billing and accounting
services, bonding, subscription, technology, etc. This would also allow for the spreading
of daily activity between organizations.
o A new CUSO owned by the regional players utilizing CU*Answers Audit Link as a
consultant to get the business up and running. In this model CMS would act as the
owner of the template and business design, and the credit union would simply want to
model there new business off of this one. The new CUSO would hire CMS to train their
staff on performing audit link reviews, act as on ongoing point of reference, and in cases
where the daily work will not be done by the CUSO, act as the sales agent to move the
daily work into Xtend.
What is the expected management structure of the new division, and who will oversee the daily
operations?
o A credit union
o A new CUSO

o

o CU*Answers Audit Link
What are the expectations relative to the formalization of strategic partnerships?
o Contracts
o Service agreements
o Licensing and support agreements

What is the desired governance model
o

Dependent upon the corporate structure, who will drive the business forward and what would
be their primary responsibilities?
o A local credit union CEO
o A representative of the regional group
o A paid staff member

What are the requirements of the project manager
o

Who is responsible for formulating a plan and determining milestones for successful execution?
o CU*Answers Audit Link division head
o Local credit union employee
o Newly paid staff member

How do I get started
1. Identify the population of the potential credit unions in the area to propose new CUSO tool.
2. With the assistance of CMS Audit Link, formulate a plan based upon 75%, 50%, 25%
participation of the group. Assume you will be providing:
o Tier one support (upfront compliance reviews)
o Tier two support (daily work)
o Tier three support (on-going compliance advice)
o Tier four ad-hoc such as ACH and BSA audits
Consider what third party relationships will be required to execute on the above services. In
some cases Xtend SRS will be used to complete daily work until adequate expertise can be hired
or is made affordable by the amount of credit union participation. Assume that it will take two
to three upfront contacts with Jim Vilker to train the upfront contacts. Rate on these will be
$3k per contact plus expenses. The additional $500 takes into consideration that there will be
additional time requirements for the training. Also contact Bob Frizzle to assist in determining
upfront costs associated with starting the CUSO. Also consider the following first year expenses.
o Bond and errors and omissions
o Attorney fees for CUSO formation and client agreements
o Web site
o Certifications for staff
o Subscriptions to compliance web sites and publications
3. Identify lead compliance officer, including résumé
4. Based upon the above, develop a pricing model and capital plan for the new CUSO.
5. Formulate a town-hall meeting and be ready to present the plan. Include CMS Audit Link as a
presenter.
6. Based upon level of interest, prepare the final pro-forma capitalization plan and send to
interested parties.
7. Formulate another conference and garner letters of intent
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8. Develop project plan including:
o Corporate formation
o Scheduling up-front contacts
o Scheduling resources or garnering third parties to complete daily work
9. Utilizing Bob Frizzle, complete incorporation tasks, draft client agreements, and develop BOD
governance model.
10. Utilizing Bob Frizzle, set up the accounting and billing methodology. In some cases the new
CUSO may want to buy these services from Bob’s team.
11. Form new CUSO and sell shares for initial capitalization
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Preparing a Business Plan
As the first in our series of Blue Prints, we will explore starting and running an effective auditing service.
Compliance can be a monumental hurdle. Having used Audit Link since the
beginning WDMCU saw an opportunity to tackle this process of review,
verification and validation without hiring an internal auditor. We have found that
what appears to be an expensive luxury is in fact an inexpensive necessity.
-David Keim, CEO Western Districts Members Credit Union
There are many components you need to consider when building your own Audit Link business to assist
other credit unions with the auditing of their financial processing. Some of these items include creating
a division of labor, a marketing plan and an operational plan. Careful consideration of these aspects of
the business is key to its success.
To assist with things you should consider when forming your own organization, the business plan of
Audit Link is included in this booklet on the following pages. This is followed by more granular items you
will need to consider when forming your organization.

The following business plan was created by Audit Link
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Executive Summary
The rumbling of “why don’t we form a compliance and auditing division” for our partners has now
become a roar. This burden is no longer something that most of our clients can simply dole out to staff
and hope collectively they have covered all the bases. Regulators and auditors are placing an elevated
focus on this area of operations and these regulatory requirements are spilling into the day to day
activities at an alarming rate. While our partners are trying to focus on their member needs, compliance
and auditing tasks are absorbing valuable resources at a pace that is simply unacceptable. These CEO’s
and industry experts have recognized for years that the one area where credit unions can truly
collaborate is in the compliance and auditing arena. Thus the idea of Audit Link is being proposed.
What resources does it take to put together a top notch audit and compliance program? First it takes
someone with experience and knowledge in this area from a regulator and auditor perspective, from an
inside activity perspective, and from a technology tools perspective. Second it takes a robust technology
platform which captures member and staff activity in a way that can be easily reviewed and analyzed.
Combine these two attributes and you have a powerful service offering for our marketplace.
Audit Link is being proposed as a collaborative effort between Xtend and CU*Answers for the initial
operational rollouts. We do anticipate that our cuasterisk.com partners will either participate with the
initial service team or use this template and create their own direct operational services for their
networks. As you will see in the business plan there are many areas where collectively we can conquer
the compliance and auditing beast. The mantra is that Audit Link is being developed around the
principal that it will provide a centralized focus of the auditing and compliance area of credit union
operations giving CEOs the confidence that the periodic monitoring is being completed.
From a high level Audit Link is designed to offer our partners a well rounded stable of services. What
sets this model apart from all others is that the review is then put into practice by evaluating it against
core platform configurations. The service is also designed to ease the credit union’s daily work load
relating to auditing member and staff transactional activity. Daily monitoring will be completed by our
SRS Audit Link team and the sum of activities will be reported to the credit union CEO in a concise
management report of operations. Couple these services with the strong educational resources of our
collective CUSOs and this collaborative offering will hit the market with strong value statement.
The plan outlined within the body of this document fully describes the service, marketing and sales,
financial analysis, and resource requirements. It is an exciting collaborative and one our partners will
find extremely beneficial.
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Division Description
Audit link is in the business of supplying a compliance review service and providing the day to day
auditing tasks for credit unions currently on the CU*BASE platform. It will be a cooperative effort
between CU*Answers and Xtend and potentially other partners in the network including CU*NW and
CU*South. The main goals of the company are:
To provide a focused approach to the auditing and compliance functions of our partners
To ease the growing regulatory burden currently placed upon our industry by regulatory
bodies
To assist CU*Answers in getting in the business of auditing to extend its reach in the market
To develop a division that can help enhance the CU*BASE platform based upon effective
auditing processes
To develop a focus group and interactive web site to share policies, procedures, and current
concerns of auditor and regulatory bodies
The industry has dictated that the number one area where credit unions can collaborate is in the
auditing and compliance arena. However, it has also been stated that it would virtually be impossible if
these collaborators do not share a similar technology backbone. We are lucky enough to have the will
of our partners married with the CU*BASE platform to truly create a collaborative which industry
leaders have been speaking about Service Detail
The program will consist of three interrelated business activities.
The first area of this initiative will revolve around what we will actually be doing for the credit union
throughout the day, month, and quarter. This is where the credit union would see the bulk of the work
being done. These are the tasks associated with the daily monitoring of member and staff activity
which either trigger regulatory action or management reaction to internal controls. Daily e-mails will be
sent to the credit union outlining the findings and audit requirements. Also, the body of this work would
be summarized in a monthly executive report and presented to management.
The second area involves the credit union management team deciding to use specific ad-hoc services.
These services are higher end tasks which consist of annual reviews, training, and more sophisticated
audit functions. Because the complexity varies greatly between credit unions they would need to be
bid on a case by case basis.
The third and final area includes what it will take to complete offering. This would include the
development of the audit community consisting of a web site, an interactive blog, a policy archival area
for credit unions to share, and a set of best practices to be shared by the entire collective. The recent
investment in Passageways was supported by the need for a very interactive environment.
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Policy and Configuration Review
This initial review of credit union policies, practices, and system configurations address many regulations
and internal best practices. This session is vital as it sets the stage for the periodic work which will be
the foundation for our audit team moving forward. This is a working session and requires preparation
as well as time with the credit unions management team to review existing policies and procedures.
Based on those findings, a portion of the time will then be dedicated to tweaking the system
configurations and identifying where additional training may be required. During this phase we will:
•

Review regulation D monitoring and verify that the proper transaction types have been
coded

•

Review Regulation D account types and compare them to the FR2900

•

Review BSA configurations and policies

•

Provide training to staff BSA and internal policies regarding CIP

•

Review retention policies and procedures in accordance with BSA and make
recommendations for change if necessary

•

Review TIS disclosures and compare them to configurations on share and saving products.
Reconfigure forms if necessary

•

Review denial notices for compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and follow up
with loan staff on procedures for producing the notices

•

Review default hold configurations and make recommendations regarding policy on
Regulation CC, Expedited Funds Availability Act

•

Review configurations for statement generation and make recommendations in accordance
with Regulation E, Electronic Funds Transfers

•

Review statement disclosures and make recommendations in accordance with Regulation E
and Regulation Z, Truth in Lending

•

Review policies and procedures regarding Consumer Privacy and make recommendations
for change and monitor annual disclosures in all media sources

•

Review procedures on lending and use of Equal Credit Opportunity Act codes and make
recommendations for change

•

Review procedures on lending regarding pre-paid finance charges in regards to Regulation Z
and the Real Estate Settlement and procedures act. Make recommendations for change if
required

•
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Review employee security configuration and make recommendations for change

Doing the Work
The following is a list of tasks which will be performed for the credit union on a periodic basis. Many of
these tasks revolve around BSA and insider related activities. In many instances these activities are
spread across multiple employees in the credit union and lack a central audit focus. The value of
allowing our team to monitor these activities is to centralize the focus and provide a consistent
reporting methodology to the management team. The majority of the work listed below would be
completed by entry level personnel.
1. Daily
•

Review BSA reports and verify that the CTR’s have been filed and are filled out correctly.

•

Review Regulation D and list violations on run sheet

•

Review activity on dormant accounts and verify transactions

•

Review file maintenance

•

Review wire transfer logs for activity and make recommendations for filing SAR’s

•

Transaction reversals involving cash or check on member accounts

•

Stale dated check review with recommendations for action

2. Weekly
•

Review wire transfer log and verify that all information is being maintained

•

Review activity on employee accounts and report suspicious activity to Management

3. Bi-weekly
•

Run OFAC report and perform investigation on any hits.

•

Run BSA report for the prior week and search for evidence of structuring. Make
recommendations for filing an SAR report.

4. Monthly
•

Prepare Executive Summary

•

Review Check register and list stale dated checks and money orders
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Ad Hoc
These areas describe other services which can be provided on an as needed basis.
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•

Review of annual policy requirements

•

Legal review of policies

•

Examination exit interview

•

Loan review

•

New member audit

•

Staff training on ECOA and loan interview process

•

Additional staff training on BSA and credit Union CIP policy

•

Staff training on data security and member privacy

•

Disaster recovery review and recommendations for updates

•

Suspense and settlement reconciliation review

Marketing Plan
Overview
The current demand by our clients has been growing during the last few years spurred by the increasing
regulatory burdens placed on our clients. Marketing this service will be organic in nature and will be
developed using a focus group as a spring board. The focus group is scheduled to meet in early January.
The estimated participation is unknown at this time. Overall the need exists and partners are asking for
the service. The bottom line will revolve around the pricing and the value statement we bring to the
market place. Also, CU*NW is very committed as their Board of Directors has given Greg a green light to
move ahead and hire a local resource. Dovetailing this initiative into theirs will be critical relative to the
overall income potential.
The growth potential and opportunity for the first year will be dependent upon when the division hits
the ground. The expectation is that a beta would exist for a period of two months during which time the
processes associated with the service will be rounded out. Once we are out of beta we will be prepared
to add four new clients a month.
As stated prior, the only barriers to the service offering will be price. The original review stag price will
be difficult to change as it is anticipated to take almost a full week to complete this phase originally.
However, the price associated with the periodic tasks may have some room for change dependent upon
the resource requirements to complete them and training requirements to bring new people up to
speed.

Product Features and Benefits
The main features from the credit union perspective include the following:
1. Provides a single focus to an area of credit union operations which is generally dispersed across
many individuals
2. Provides credit union CEOs with a monthly executive summary of all audit activity with a high
level overview describing the work performed. Accompanying this high level summary is a
complete copy of all reports and member and staff activity reviewed
3. Creates a natural arms length review of the credit union member and staff transactional
activity.
4. Provides extended resources for the credit union specific compliance related issues
5. Identifies additional training requirements for staff and provides those needs through the
CU*Answers University curriculum
6. Allows the credit union to internalize the process using proven tools and techniques
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Operational Plan
There are three main operational functions in this division that parallel the phased approach of the
service offering.
To get the ball rolling Jim Vilker will request a copy of the credit union policies and procedures for
review prior to the initial face to face contact. Once the review has been completed the “getting to
know the credit union” meeting will be scheduled. The deliverables resulting from this contact will
include:
1. Recommendations for policy change in accordance with regulations or examiner findings
1. Recommendations for additional staff training and work with Laura Welch-Vilker to set up a
curriculum and allow access to CU*Answers campus.
2. Review of CU*BASE configurations and recommend changes while at the credit union
3. Wrap up, review ad hoc services, and explain what deliverables will be forthcoming.

Daily and Periodic Production
For each one on the items listed below a run sheet will be created. The run sheet it will list the
employee doing the work, comments regarding the review, and who was contacted at the credit union if
necessary. Attached to each run sheet will be a copy of the report reviewed. For items such as stale
dated checks and wire transfer logs, a screen print will be made and attached to the run sheet.
Daily
•

Review BSA reports and verify that the CTRs & SARs have been filled out correctly.

•

Review Regulation D violation report and list accounts with violations

•

Review activity on dormant accounts and request verification of transactions

•

Review file maintenance logs and list account changes for specific fields

•

Transaction reversals involving cash or check on member accounts

•

Review wire transfer log and verify that all information is being maintained.

•

Review activity on employee accounts and report suspicious activity to Management

Weekly

Bi-Weekly
•

Run BSA report for the prior week and search for evidence of structuring. Make
recommendations for filing a SAR
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•

Run OFAC report and notify client of any new matches Monthly

Monthly
•

Prepare Executive Summary

•

Review Check register and list stale dated checks and money orders

Quality Control
An effective quality control system must be established based upon the sensitivity of the data being
reviewed. The quality control will be managed using two techniques:
1. On a weekly basis reports such as file maintenance and activity on employee accounts will have
random secondary reviews by either a member of the management team or another employee
completing the same tasks for other credit unions.
2. All reports used throughout the month will be sent to the credit union in an electronic format
with a request to review a random sample as well.
Beyond the techniques listed above training will be provided to those actually doing the work and
meetings will be held to address questionable activities found in the reviews. Procedures will be put in
place that address these issues and appropriate responses will be recommended.

Location
To begin it is anticipated that the main location for this service will be the headquarters of CU*Answers
in Grand Rapids. Business design and management will be handled out of this office. As CU*NW begins
to acquire clients and additional resources their office will also house personnel to handle the northwest
client base.
Physical requirements:
•

A cube per employee anticipated to only be 1 in Grand Rapids until 6 clients are garnered.

•

A cube or office for one employee at CU*NW

•

A PC for each employee doing the daily work and a laptop for those in the field. A total of one
PC in Grand Rapids and one PC and one laptop with docking station at CU*NW
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Legal Environment
In reviewing the legal requirements there are two separate areas that must be discussed. The first
relating to the insurance, bonding, and any trademark requirements. The second area relates to the
partnering with an attorney(s) to assist in the creation or review of credit union policies.
At this time we are reviewing our existing insurance and bond for SRS bookkeeping service with CUNA
Mutual. A brochure was submitted to underwriting and reviewed to determine if our existing
professional liability insurance through Xtend will be sufficient. CUNA has agreed to insure us for this
service under our existing coverage.
The client contract is currently in production and is expected to be in the hands of our corporate
attorney by the second week of January.
It would be very beneficial to partner with a credit union attorney to assist in policy development and
reviews. A standard, auditable set of policies would be beneficial to give the field staff a base to work
from. Also, in some cases the credit union may wish to acquire an attorney’s opinion of their policies
and would feel more comfortable.
There are a number of services throughout the country that do sell compliant standardized policies and
publish guidelines for internal auditing. Sheshunoff appears to offer the best of these services. We
have since purchased the NAFCU compliance expert service and are currently reviewing the site. First
blush is this service is right on for meeting our needs.

Personnel
Out of the box there will be a requirement for one and a half employees. But that won’t last long, and
it will be important that people see the SRS employee as directly committed to Audit Link. While the
backup personnel can be leveraged against SRS Bookkeeping, we believe that direct employee expense
must be considered very early in the process. Based on the early responses to the offering, covering
these expenses should not be an issue.
Jim Vilker will serve as the division manager. His duties will include:
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•

Communicating with senior management on resource requirements and fulfillment of goals and
objectives as outlined in this plan

•

Training internal personnel who will be completing the daily and other periodic work

•

Coordinating with Scott Collins, President of Xtend on resource sharing, pricing, billing, and
marketing

•

Developing internal procedures and guidelines

•

Coordinating on the development of the web site as well as keeping it current and relevant

•

Working with CU*Answers training coordinator on scheduling training for credit union
employees

SRS Audit Link Staff
This employee(s) will be completing the daily work and assisting in the development and production of
the monthly reports and executive summaries. This employee is anticipated to be paid under the same
guidelines as existing SRS personnel. Currently that amount is $35,000/yr including salary and benefits.
Where and how will we find the right employee? The answer as always is to draw from our existing
pool of client service representatives if possible. Knowledge of our client base and software would
allow us to hit the road running. However, additional training will be required.
Training methods and requirements will be established as we go. We will use existing training
resources through our campus with Harland as well as existing personnel who have internal credit union
experience such as Barb Cooper, Laura Welch-Vilker, Beth Skinner, and Martha Ford. These people will
assist in training our new hire on the risk triggers associated with the review of daily reports.
A job description has been completed by Katie Smigiel and is attached to this plan.
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Services Offered by Audit Link
The following page contains a list of tasks which Audit Link performs on a periodic basis. Many
of these tasks revolve around BSA and insider related activities. In many instances these
activities are spread across multiple employees in the credit union and lack a central audit focus.
The value of allowing our team to monitor these activities is to centralize the focus and provide
a consistent reporting methodology to the management team. Your organization may consider
offering all of these services or just a few of them.
These activities include:

DAILY

 Review BSA reports and verify that the CTR’s have been filed and are filled out correctly
 Review BSA Exempt status list and make recommendations for re-filing the annual exemptions
 Review Regulation D violation report and document violations on run sheet
 Review activity on dormant accounts and verify transactions
 Review file maintenance logs and document findings on run sheet
 Review wire transfer logs for activity and make recommendations for filing SAR’s
 Transaction reversals involving cash or check on member accounts
 Stale dated check review with recommendations for action
WEEKLY

 Review wire transfer log and verify that all information is being maintained
 Review activity on employee accounts and report suspicious activity to Management
BI-WEEKLY

 Run BSA report for the prior week and search for evidence of structuring. Make recommendations for
filing a SAR report

 Run OFAC report and do investigation on any hits
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MONTHLY

 Prepare Executive Summary
ANNUALLY

 Review of annual policy requirements – Additional fee; price to be determined
AD HOC

 Legal review of policies
 Examination exit interview
 Loan review
 New member audit
 Staff training on ECOA and loan interview process
 Additional staff training on BSA and credit Union CIP policy
 Staff training on data security and member privacy
 Disaster recovery review and recommendations for updates
 Suspense and settlement reconciliation review
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Pricing Philosophy
Upfront Contact
The original review by Audit Link is typically $2,500 plus T&E. This is based on a 2-3 day on-site visit in
which Audit Link and credit union staff review the policies and update the associated configurations on
CU*BASE. The final phase consists of a management letter outlining any recommendations for policy
change, personnel training, and documented list of all configuration changes.
Weekly
Estimated pricing is $200/week. However, the services offered at this price vary by credit union size.
Though smaller credit unions may get full service at this cost, larger credit unions may settle on fewer
tasks at this price. Individual pricing per task (BSA, dormancy, OFAC monitoring, etc.) is in development
to provide credit unions with more options when requesting Audit Link services.
Ad Hoc and Annual Reviews
The cost for the items listed below are determined based upon the scope of the task requested.
Anticipated tasks include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Annual Policy Review
Legal review of policies
Examination exit interview
Loan review
New member audit
Staff training on ECOA and loan interview process
Additional staff training on BSA and credit union CIP policy
Staff training on data security and member privacy
Quarterly settlement and suspense reconciliation review
Verify cash accounts

Xtend Audit Link Services Agreement Template
Exhibit A
to
Xtend, Inc. Audit Link Services Agreement
CREDIT UNION:
EFFECTIVE DATE:

SUCCESS CREDIT UNION
________________, 2010

SERVICES:
Original Review Services
Original Review Services consist of:
(i) initial review of Customer policies, practices, and CU*BASE system configurations to address
various regulations and internal best practices;
(ii) two to three-day on-site Meeting with Customer’s management team in review of
Customer’s existing policies and procedures;
(iii) Management letter outlining any recommendations for policy changes and additional
personnel training, and documented list of all configurations changes.
Areas typically reviewed include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regulation D monitoring and verifying that the proper transaction types have been coded.
Review Regulation D accounts types and compare to the FR2900.
Review BSA configurations and policies.
Provide training to staff on BSA and internal policies regarding CIP.
Review retention policies and procedures in accordance with BSA and make recommendations for
changes as needed.
Review Truth in Savings disclosures and compare to configurations on share and saving products.
Reconfigure forms if necessary.
Review adverse action notices for compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and follow up
with loan staff on procedures for producing the notices.
Review default hold configurations and make recommendations regarding policy on Regulation CC
(Expedited Funds Availability Act).
Review configurations for statement generation and make recommendations for changes in
accordance with Regulation E (Electronic Fund Transfers Act).
Review statement disclosures and make recommendations for changes in accordance with
Regulation E and Regulation Z (Truth-in-Lending Act).
Review policies and procedures regarding Consumer Privacy; make recommendations for changes as
needed; monitor annual disclosures in all media sources.
Review procedures on lending and use of Equal Credit Opportunity Act codes and make
recommendations for changes as needed.
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•
•

Review procedures on lending regarding pre-paid finance charges in regards to Regulation Z and the
Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act. Make recommendations for changes as needed.
Review employee security configuration and make recommendations for changes as needed.

Periodic Monitoring Services
The actually periodic tasks performed by Xtend will depend on the rules of engagement workflow
defined and documented during the “Original Review Services” process and agreed upon by both
Customer and Xtend.
Daily Review
When applicable, the following tasks will be performed on a daily basis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review BSA reports and verify that the CTR’s have been filed and are filled out correctly.
Review BSA Exempt status list and make recommendations for re-filing the annual exemptions.
Review Regulation D violation report and contact members.
Review activity on dormant accounts and verify transactions.
Review file maintenance logs and verify random selections of activity against physical
documents.
Review wire transfer logs for activity and make recommendations for filing SAR’s.
Transaction reversals involving cash or check on member accounts.
Stale dated check review with recommendations for action.

Weekly Review
When applicable, the following tasks will be performed on a weekly basis:
•
•
•
•

Run BSA Report for the prior week and search for evidence of structuring.
recommendations for filing SAR reports as needed.
Review wire transfer log and verify that all information is being maintained.
Review activity on employee accounts and report suspicious activity to Management.
Run OFAC report and perform investigation on any hits.

Monthly Review
The following task will be performed on a monthly basis:
•

Prepare and deliver Executive Summary.

Ad Hoc and Annual Review Services
The following services are available to Customer as requested:
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•

Annual policy review

•

Examination exit interview

Make

•

Loan review

•

New member audit

•

Staff training on ECOA and loan interview process

•

Additional staff training on BSA and Credit Union CIP policy

•

Staff training on data security and member privacy

•

Quarterly settlement and suspense reconciliation review

•

Verification of cash counts

PRICING:
Original Review

$2,500 plus T&E

Travel and Expenses to be invoiced at actual cost, but not to exceed the Domestic Per Diem Rates as
specified by the US General Services Administration (published at www.gsa.gov) in effect at the time of
the Review.
Periodic Monitoring

$200.00/week

Periodic Monitoring fee to be invoiced monthly.

Ad Hoc and Annual Review Services

t.b.d.

Fees for Ad Hoc and Annual Review Services determined based upon the scope of the specific service
requested, and more fully described in a separate proposal for the specific service(s) requested.

XTEND, INC.
By:
Scott Collins
Its: President

SUCCESS CREDIT UNION
By:
Its: ________________
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Developing an Audit Team
In Audit Link the team was originally made of two individuals. In both cases these individuals had
compliance and internal auditing experience in credit unions. Remember, the business design called for
not only a consultant to evaluate the credit unions compliance with specific regulations but also called
for an individual that has the ability to complete daily auditing work on a consistent and dependable
basis. In light of that the following recommendations will be broken down into those two areas. These
recommendations assume the financial matters associated with the division will be handled by the
credit union or CFO of one of the credit union partners.
The individual filling the roll as the upfront consultant MUST have experience in credit union
compliance. If there were an ultimate example of this it would be an individual who at one point in
their career worked as an examiner for a regulatory agency. CPA firms also have compliance divisions
which offer regulatory consulting to the industry as well. In many cases, larger credit unions have
compliance officers working for them with a healthy background of schooling, have the CIA or NCCO, or
have attended compliance schools on an annual basis. In addition to the strong experience listed above,
the individual must have the capability to speak to credit union executives, convince them that some
areas of the operations may need better auditing process, and in some cases argue the findings in a
manner which does not upset those who are paying for the service. Excellent writing skills are also
required as the findings of these reviews must be well documented. The final requirement this
individual must possess is the aptitude to understand software and the way it processes data. Fifty
percent of the consulting relates to the use of the CU*BASE system, its configurations, reports, and on
demand inquiry functions.
The individual responsible for completing the daily work must also have a few unique characteristics.
Most importantly the individual must be curious and in a professional sense always require proof of the
reasons something happened the way it happened. Without sounding too jaded, this individual must
believe that every member and employee is out to steal from the credit union and never be put in a
position where they believe the statement “trust me”. The individual must also have a keen eye for
detail as the majority of the work is reviewing logs of activity. The individual must also have the
capability to navigate the CU*BASE software easily and have a high aptitude for learning software
applications. Finally, the individual must have excellent communication skills as in many cases a direct
call to an executive team member of the credit union is required to report findings which require
immediate attention.
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Job Description: Audit Associate
POSITION SUMMARY
The individual filling this position will be responsible for the monitoring of transaction activity and
employee activity of several credit unions. Periodic tasks are listed within the essential job functions.
Attention to detail it vital as is the ability to communicate the findings of the periodic reviews to credit
union executives.
ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Review daily BSA reports and verify that the CTR’s have been filed and are filled out correctly
Review daily BSA exempt status list and make recommendations for re-filing the annual
exemptions
Review daily Regulation D violation report and contact members
Review activity on dormant accounts and verify transactions
Review daily file maintenance logs and verify random selections of activity against physical
documents
Review daily wire transfer logs for activity and make recommendations for filing SAR’s
Transaction reversals involving cash or check on member accounts
Stale dated check review with recommendations for action
Run weekly BSA report for the prior week and search for evidence of structuring. Make
recommendations for filing a SAR report
Review weekly wire transfer log and verify that all information is being maintained
Review activity on employee accounts and report suspicious activity to Management on a
weekly basis.
Run OFAC report every week and do investigation on any hits
Prepare Monthly Executive Summary
Review Quarterly FIDM report
Search for hits on the FINCEN report every month
Review of annual policy requirements
Any other tasks assigned by management

JOB SPECIFICATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Financial institution experience required
Secondary education is a plus
Must be highly attentive to detail
Research skills are required
Ability to learn and memorize quickly
History of dependability is required
Must have good writing skills
Current working knowledge of MS Word, Excel, and Outlook is required
Ability to communicate with credit union management
Must be energetic, self-starter, self-motivator and a doer
Must be comfortable asking questions when uncertain
Continued education will be required while employed and may require travel
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13.
14.

Must be Bondable
Travel may be required, less than 10%

JOB SKILLS
XYZ Company is committed to working with its employees to reasonably accommodate them with the
physical aspects of the position. The following list outlines the physical considerations that are normally
encountered in this job.
Vision: Close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth perception and the ability to adjust focus.
Speech/Hearing: Articulate speech and hearing to normal range.
Manual Dexterity: Manual and finger dexterity and hand-eye coordination.
Physical Mobility: Full-range of body motion. Ability to travel by automobile. Ability to work flexible
hours.
WORK ENVIRONMENT & PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
Job requires some physical effort, but is basically a desk assignment. The job calls for a high degree of
mental concentration to interpret and act upon a wide range of situations. The job requires a degree of
attention to details. Work schedule requires the ability to work flexible hours.

Notice: This job description is not intended to be, nor should be construed as a contract for
employment. XYZ Company makes no guarantee of permanent employment. This job description is to
be used as a guideline to give the employee an understanding of what XYZ Company has defined this
position to be.
XYZ Company is willing to accommodate disabilities to the extent a financial service organization can
without impacting financial control or member service. XYZ Company is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
M/F/D/V

_________________________________________________________
Employee Signature
_________________________________________________________
Supervisor Signature
_________________________________________________________
Human Resources Signature
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_________________________
Date
_________________________
Date
_________________________
Date

Daily and Weekly Practices
This section of this booklet will cover the daily, weekly and monthly tasks that Audit Link
performs for its clients. While providing the steps taken by Audit Link staff, the following
guidelines do not provide detailed information on how each function is used. Refer to online
help and documentation for detailed instructions on CU*BASE tools.
We recommend you use the following calendar to create Outlook reminders for the monthly
tasks. Be sure to process the weekend tasks on the following Monday.
Following is a calendar with a list of tasks that should be performed on each day.
Recommended daily and weekly practices include the following:
•

Structures – series of structured transactions to avoid BSA monitoring

•

Wires

•

Employee

•

OFAC

•

CK Register

•

Daily Tasks
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SUN

MON
1

TUES
2

WED
3

THUR

FRI

4

5

SAT
6

-Structures
-Wires

7

-Employee

-Daily tasks
(Fri & Sat)

Daily tasks

-Daily tasks

-Daily tasks

-Daily tasks

8

9

10

11

12

13

-OFAC
-Wires
-Daily tasks

-Employee
-Daily tasks

-Daily tasks

-Daily tasks

-Daily tasks

16

17

18

19

(Fri & Sat)
14

15

20

-Structures
-Wires

21

-Employee

-Daily tasks
(Fri & Sat)

-Daily tasks

-Daily tasks

-Daily tasks

-Daily tasks

22

23

24

25

26
-OFAC

-Wires

28

-Daily tasks
(Fri & Sat)

-Daily tasks

29

30

-Employee
-Daily tasks
31
-CK register

-Wires
-Daily tasks
(Fri & Sat)

29

-Employee
-Daily tasks

-Daily tasks

-Daily tasks

-Daily tasks
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Your Responsibilities versus Credit Union Responsibilities
A well thought out and documented division of responsibilities is crucial to an effective relationship with
your client.
The following gives an overview of Audit Link’s responsibilities versus the responsibilities of the credit
unions they service so that you can consider them when laying out the requirements for your
organization:
What Audit Link does

What CU does
BSA Daily

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pull LBKSC3 (CU*Spy) report
•
Review each acct for suspicious activity
•
Suggest SARS when needed
Request CTR copies for review
Enter each acct on the Run Sheet
Highlight accts that need review by CU
Complete verifications at MNAUDT #1
BSA Bi-Weekly

•
•

Runs BSA/SAR (MNAUDT #2) report
• Review accts listed on Run Sheet
Reviews transactions BSA transactions over
the past 30 days
Specifically looking for structured
transactions
List and structures or suspicious activity on
Run Sheet suggesting review
Dormant Accounts- Daily

•
•

Review accts listed on run sheet
emphasizing on highlighted accounts
Faxes or uploads CTRs or SARs when
needed for review

•
•
•
•

Pulls PDRMTR (CU*Spy)
• Review accts listed on run sheet
emphasizing on highlighted accounts
Review all activity on dormant accounts
List accounts on Run Sheet
Highlight accts that need signatures verified
by CU
File Maintenance -Daily

•
•
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Pulls LELOG2 (CU*Spy) report
Reviews report for the following fields:
No Mail, wrong address
Interest rate change
Maturity date change
Next due date change
Review date change
Payment change
Delinquency control change

•

Review at least 25% of file maintenance
changes (example; pulling loan file and
verifying data and signature)
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o
o
o
o
o
•

Payment frequency change
Address change
SSN change
Last name change
Loan applications deleted
List all changes on above fields on Run
Sheet
Teller Reversals Including Cash -Daily

•
•

Run the LTRREG1 (MNRPTC #9) report
• Review accts listed on run sheet and
emphasizing on highlighted accounts
Review all reversals verifying funds were
reapplied on account
List all reversals on Run Sheet
Highlight accts for review by CU when
funds were not reapplied
Wire Transfer Log -Weekly

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
o
o
o
o
•

•
•
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View Wire Transfer Log (MNMISC#20)
• Fill in missing data on wire
Review all outgoing completed wires for
adequate data
Enter accts on Run Sheet
Highlight accts that need review by CU
Employee/Insider Review -Weekly
Run Insider/Employee Reports (MNAUDT
#17) which includes:
Teller Audit Key Review
File Maintenance Review
Account Status Review
Transaction Activity Review
Review employee accounts for abnormal
transactions, delinquency and negative
balances, unusual payroll postings, funds
carried over, summaries of deposits and
withdrawals, loan changes and more.
Enter employee accounts that need review
Contact CEO or designated CU employee
suggesting review of employee accounts
listed on the Run Sheet

•

CEO or designated CU employee reviews
accounts

OFAC –Bi-Weekly
•
•
•

•
•

Run batch OFAC scan on entire
• Follows CU procedure for a new OFAC
membership (MNAUDT #3)
match
Compare new OFAC report to prior OFAC
report looking for new matches
List any new OFAC matches on Run Sheet
and contact designated CU employee
Stale Dated Checks - Monthly
Pulls Check Register (MNACCK #11) dating
either from conversion date or 4 years prior
to current date
List all stale dated checks on Run Sheet

•

Review checks and money orders on Run
Sheet
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Best Practices
Best Practice #1: Monitoring BSA Reports

We recommend following this
practice to be on the lookout for
members who are conducting
abnormal or suspicious activity.
Using this practice you will
watch for:
*Large transactions compared
to member history
*Large transactions on a
minor’s account
*Loans being paid off with cash
shortly after the open date
*Transactions being structured
around a CTR filing
*Transactions for a similar
amount withdrawn and
deposited in a pattern time
frame

In a Nutshell:
On a daily basis, view the prior day’s transactions to
determine if transactions are abnormal or suspicious.
Use the CU*SPY Daily Report LBKSC3 (Bank Secrecy Act
Cash Reporting by SSN) or MNAUDT #1-Work Daily BSA
Activity. On a bi-weekly basis, run MNAUDT #2-Print
BSA/SAR Report on all members to review accounts for
structured transactions. Also use this tool to run on one
specific member when investigating an account.
** In addition these reports will point out when a CTR should have
been filed and will also help you determine when a SAR should be
filed.

What to Watch For
With this process review accounts that have transactions
over $3,000. Look for transactions that are anomalous
compared to the member’s history. Bi-weekly, watch
for structured transactions that are avoiding the
Currency Transaction Report (CTR) from being filed.

Basic Step by Step
Daily
1. Access the reports to show accounts with BSA
transactions.
2. Review these accounts for atypical activity.
3. Enter BSA Verification Audit Tracker comments.
Bi-weekly
1. Review the BSA/SAR Report for structures and
any individual accounts for BSA activity.
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Before You Begin:
Before you begin, recommend to the credit union that they configure the BSA Monitoring
settings with the settings found in the image below so that the LBKSC3 is monitoring for correct
activity. These settings are configured in the General Configuration 1 Menu (MNCNFC) #14Bank Secrecy Monitoring Cfg.
General Configuration 1 Menu (MNCNFC) #14-Bank Secrecy Act Monitoring Cfg

Audit Link Recommended Settings:
•
•
•
•
•

Select Cash In, Cash Out, Money Orders, Miscellaneous Advances, and Corporate Checks
for both Individual and Organization.
Report separate transactions equal to or over $3,000
CTR Flag for separate amount equal to or over, select $10,000 or $10,001
Check “Teller alert if transaction equals or exceed this amount”
Set Calculation Method to “Separate $$ in from $$ out”
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Step by Step Instructions:
For Daily Monitoring
1. Two reports showing accounts with BSA transactions are available for review. Use
either the CU*SPY report LBKSC3 or MNAUDT #1-Work Daily BSA Activity to see a list of
accounts with BSA activity for the prior day.
2. Monitor these accounts for atypical activity. Analyze each account, looking for
suspicious activity or irregular transactions. (See What to Watch for below.)
3. After analyzing the accounts, enter your findings into a BSA Verification Tracker (on the
member’s Audit Tracker) by following these directions:
o Use the Auditing Menu (MNAUDT) #1-Work Daily BSA Activity.
o Select (highlight) the appropriate individual.
o Click the “Verified” option.
o An Audit Tracker conversation will open.
o Document your findings (positive or negative) in the Tracker conversation.
o Press F5-Save/Continue to complete the Tracker.
o The Tracker conversation will be permanently recorded in the member’s Audit
Tracker.
** Remember that Trackers are permanently retained and cannot be changed once completed.

Example of Report

What to Watch for:
•
•
•
•
•
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Large transactions compared to member history
Large transactions on a minor’s account
Loans being paid off with cash shortly after the open date
Transactions being structured around a CTR filing
Transactions for a similar amount withdrawn and deposited in a pattern time frame

Biweekly Monitoring
To review BSA activity for structures, use the Auditing Functions Menu (MNAUDT) #2-Print
BSA/SAR Report to print a report on all members. Alternatively, this can be used as needed to
investigate one individual’s activity.

Audit Link Recommendations Include:
o Review this report twice a month, each time including the previous four weeks of
activity. Audit Link recommends reviewing transactions on the first and the 16th of each
month.
o To run the report for all members, simply enter dates for review. (If you decide to
review transactions over two months, for example May 15-June 15, make sure the
Month/Year to process date is the same as the last month. The example above would
require that you enter June 2009 (0609) in the first field.
o Leave SSN/TIN blank to pull BSA activity on everyone or enter a SSN to review one
individual.
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Example of Report

What to Watch for:
Look for transactions, which when combined together, would require you to file a CTR. For
example, Mr. Member deposits $4,000 every day over the course of 4 days. He has just
deposited $16,000, but no CTR was filed because he structured the transactions. Mr. Member
has avoided the CTR, but now that we know what he’s doing, he’ll be getting a SAR filed
instead!
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Best Practice #2: Monitoring Activity on Dormant Accounts
In a Nutshell:
Werecommend
recommendfollowing
followingthis
this
We
practice
to
be
on
the
lookout
for
practice to be on the lookout for
employees
who
conducting
members
who
areare
conducting
suspiciousoractivity.
abnormal
suspicious activity
onUsing
a dormant
account.
this practice
you will
watch
for:practice you will
Using
this
watch
for: withdrawing funds
*Employees
from member
accounts
*Large
transactions
compared
to*Employees
member history
making changes in
order to remove
account
from
*Withdrawals
from
dormant
dormancy
monitoring
accounts
that
may be
fraudulent
*New loan Dispersals
*Small deposits on accounts
with large balances

On a daily basis, view the prior day’s transactions to
determine if transactions are abnormal or suspicious.
Use the CU*SPY Daily Report PDRMTR (Activity on
Dormant Accounts), or you can use MNAUDT #5 –
Work Dormant Members.

What to Watch For
This report will provide all dormant accounts that
have had transactions post. Expect impropriety when
reviewing the transactions as fraudulent activity often
occurs on dormant accounts. Keep in mind the
member could be a victim of identity theft or have a
deceitful relative. These accounts often fall prey to
dishonest credit union employees in a scheme for
stealing funds.

Basic Step by Step
Daily
1.
2.
3.
4.

Access the report to show dormant accounts
with activity.
Review these accounts for atypical activity.
Verify Signatures on receipts to ensure the
member was the actual patron.
Update the dormant status of the account by
using MNAUDT #5 – Work Dormant
Members.
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Before You Begin:
Before you begin, review how the credit union has configured their dormant membership
processing in General Configuration 1 Menu (MNCNFA) #11-Dormant/Escheat Configuration.
This will control when accounts will appear on the PDRMTR report. Dormancy exclusions may
vary depending on the services offered by the credit union, and fee configuration is set up
based on credit union preference.
General Configuration 1 Menu (MNCNFA #11-Dormant/Escheat Configuration)

Audit Link Recommended Settings:
•
•
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This configuration is set up per the credit unions parameters. Before configuration a
consultation with Audit Link is suggested.
While the dormancy period is determined by the credit union (for example 12 months), escheat
is regulated by the state. Refer to state regulations when configuring the number of months
after which to activate the escheat flag.

Work Dormant Members – MNAUDT #5

Activity on Dormant Members – PDRMTR
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Best Practice #3: Monitoring File Maintenance Reports
In a Nutshell:
We recommend following this
practice to review the following
fields for changes:
*Loan Changes such as:
Next due, review and maturity
dates, interest rates, payment,
payment frequency and
delinquency control
*Master record changes such as;
Last name, Address, Social
security, Wrong address

On a daily basis, view the prior day’s file maintenance in
order to adequately monitor activity. Use the CU*SPY
Daily Report LELOG2 (End-of-day Maintenance Log –
CUFMNT Version).

What to Watch For
With this process review changes that have been made
by credit union employees. Audit Link suggests
reviewing at least 25% of the following changes:
•

No Mail

•

Interest Rate

•

Maturity Date

•

Next Due Date

•

Review Date

•

Regular Payment Amount

•

Payment Frequency

•

Address

•

Social Security Number

•

Last Name

Basic Step by Step
Daily
1.
2.
3.
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Access the reports to show accounts with all file
maintenance changes.
Review at least 25% of the above listed changes
while looking for any anomalous activity.
Compare signatures for all changes and review
proper paperwork (ex: loan forms).

Auditing Functions Menu (MNAUDT #18-Audit File Maintenance)

Suspicious activity found in the LELOG2 report can be further monitored through use of the
Audit File Maintenance function (MNAUDT #18), or Print File Maintenance Report (MNAUDT
#19). These two functions allow the user to monitor activity over a given month (current
month only for MNAUDT #18), for a specific account base, program, employee ID or field.
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Best Practice #4: Monitoring Teller Reversals Including Cash
In a Nutshell:
We recommend following this
practice to be on the lookout for
employees who are conducting
suspicious activity.
Using this practice you will
watch for:
*Cash deposits being reapplied
as Cash
*Cash withdrawals being
reapplied into acct

On a daily basis, view the prior day’s cash reversals and
investigate suspicious activity. Expect impropriety when
reviewing these transactions as this a quick way for
employees to steal funds from unexpected members.
Use the CU*BASE report option MNRPTC #9 – Member
Account Adjustments. The PHTCL7 (Teller Closing Error
Report) is a daily report placed in the Teller Daily Activity
section of CU*Spy that can be reviewed for same day
deletions of teller audit keys.

*Tellers making repeated errors

What to Watch For
With this process, review transactions including cash
that have been reversed. Look for the reapplication of
funds in a logical manner. Impropriety from credit union
employees and lack of teller consistency is what will
surface during this review. Audit Link will look for
patterns of teller errors and possible misuse of funds
during this process

Basic Step by Step
Daily
1.
2.
3.
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Access the reports to show accounts with cash
reversals.
Review these transactions verifying funds have
been reapplied.
Review teller receipts to verify activity.

To review Teller Reversals Including Cash use the menu option (MNRPTC) #9-Member Account
Adjustments Report to print a report on all reversals including cash.

Audit Link Recommendations Include:
o Review this report once a day, each time including the previous day’s activity.
o To run the report for all members, simply enter dates for review; make sure the File
Date is the same as the transaction date.
o Always review the G/L account # 739.00
Transaction Register – LTRREG1 – MNRPTC #9
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Teller Closing Error Report – PHTCL7

The PHTCL7-Teller Closing Error Report can also be used to review audit keys deleted by tellers
the same day the transaction was performed. This allows quick access to all tellers that
performed and reversed transactions on a given day. This daily report can be found in CU*Spy.
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Best Practice #5: Reviewing Wire Transfers
In a Nutshell:
We recommend following this
practice to ensure the proper
wire data is being stored. This is
also a tool to monitor large
amount wires.
Using this practice you will
watch for:
*Complete address fields

On a weekly basis, review the prior week’s wire
transfers for required data and large wires. For an
outgoing wire the recipient’s address and the
recipient’s financial institutions address have a
required retention period of five years. Also, a large
amount of funds transferred via wire is a great place to
investigate for suspicious activity. Access the CU*BASE
screen MNMISC #20 – Wire Transfer Tracking.

*Large wire transfers
*Wire patterns on member
accounts

What to Watch For
Review outgoing wires for address fields to be
completed. Also use this area to analyze any patterns
in wire transactions by date and amount.

Basic Step by Step
Weekly
1. Access MNMISC #20 and toggle to completed
wires (F10).
2. Enter the position date (Audit Link suggests one
week prior) and press Enter.
3. Review all outgoing wires for the recipient’s
address and the recipient’s financial institutions
address.
4. Look for large amount wires and review for
suspicious activity.
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Wire Transfer Tracking – MNMISC #20

Audit Link Recommendations Include:
o Once in the wire transfer tracking queue make sure to toggle to the completed wire
screen by hitting F10/Show All.
o Review this queue once a week for the prior week.
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Best Practice #6: Reviewing Employee Activity
In a Nutshell:
We recommend following this
practice to monitor employee
accounts for suspicious activity
and to ensure internal
procedures are being followed.
Using this practice you will
watch for:
*Large transactions
*Delinquent & negative
balances
*Unauthorized overrides and
loan changes
*Credit to employee accounts
via G/L transfer
*Inappropriate teller postings

Keep an eye on employee accounts by reviewing the
Insider Audit reports once a week. This set of reports
includes; Teller Audit Key Review, Transaction Activity
Review, Account Status Review and File Maintenance
Review. Obtain these reports all in one spot in the
Auditing Functions menu – MNAUDT #17 – Insider
Audit/Due Diligence Report.

What to Watch For
The BSA requires that any employee living above their
means should be reviewed. Use large transactions as a
starting point when reviewing employee accounts.
Also use these reports to ensure employees are
following internal procedures. In addition, look for
delinquent accounts, negative balances, funds being
carried over, loan maintenance changes, overrides,
account adjustments and more.

Basic Step by Step
Weekly
1. Access MNAUDT #17.
2. Enter the dates to review (Audit Link
suggests a one week time period) and
employee type code, press Enter.
3. Expect impropriety when reviewing the
reports, looking for inappropriate
transactions and changes on employee
accounts.
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Insider Audit/Due Diligence Rpt – MNAUDT #17

Audit Link Recommendations Include:
o
o
o
o
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Make sure your Month/year to process date matches the report dates.
Report period is for a one week period.
Leave all 4 reports checked as default.
Enter employee type code in order to target reports on employee accounts.

Best Practice #7: OFAC Due Diligence
In a Nutshell:
We recommend following this
practice to comply with OFAC
requirements.
Using this practice you will
watch for:
*SDN matches within the credit
union database

The OFAC requirements do not provide a timeline to
follow regarding exactly when the OFAC scan should be
performed. It simply states Financial Institutions
should not engage in business with an SDN. OFAC
suggests that financial institutions take a risk-based
approach when determining the frequency of scanning
for SDN’s. Audit Link suggests performing the OFAC
batch scan on a bi-weekly basis. However, if the credit
union is determined high risk it may be necessary to
complete the scan each time the SDN list is updated.
Use MNAUDT #3-Run OFAC Data Match (Batch Scan) or
MNAUDT #4 Scan a Single Name Through OFAC for on
demand scans of a single individual/organization.

What to Watch For
Look for relationships with credit union entities that
match the SDN list.

Basic Step by Step
Bi-Weekly
1.
2.
3.
4.

Access MNAUDT #3.
Run scan on database.
Review the matches generated by the scan.
Update the Audit Tracker to reflect your
findings; if you determine a positive hit,
contact OFAC for next steps.
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Run OFAC Data Match (Batch Scan) – MNAUDT #3

Audit Link Recommendations Include:
o Leave the dates blank in order to run scan for entire database.
o
o

Select both “Scan against names/alternate names” and “Scan against sanctioned countries.”
Make sure country list is up to date by verifying the most recent SDN updates at:

http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/programs/index.shtml
o
o

For online credit unions this list is updated by CU*Answers’ Operations Team.
For self-processing credit unions this list is downloaded from the OFAC website and
uploaded into CU*BASE. Refer to the Downloading OFAC File Lists for the CU*BASE
Data Match System booklet available on the CU*Answers website.
http://cuanswers.com/pdf/cb_ref/ofacdownload.pdf

**To run an individual name through the OFAC scan, utilize MNAUDT # 4.
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Data Match: Statement of Matched Records – LUOFAC

What to Watch for:
•
•

Any credit union entity matching the SDN list
Begin with the name, and also verify the Date of Birth to determine a true match
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Best Practice #8: Stale Dated Check Review
In a Nutshell:
We recommend following this
practice to reduce the amount
of stale dated items being
escheated.
Using this practice you will
watch for:
*Stale dated items

In order to reduce the amount of escheated funds,
Audit Link suggests monitoring the check register by
using MNACCK #11 – Print CU Check Register.

What to Watch For
Look for stale dated items to ensure the credit union is
not escheating unnecessary funds.

Basic Step by Step
Monthly
1. Go to MNACCK #11.
2. Enter desired criteria and press enter.
3. Review register for any stale dated items.
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Print CU Check Register – MNACCK #11

Audit Link Recommendations Include:
o Changing “type” to detail and updating the “Month/year to process” to match current
month.
o Using spyglass to select “Banks” (leave blank if running on all.)
o Select “Outstanding checks”
o Fill in desired dates (Audit Link suggests going back to conversion date or 4 years prior).
o Hit enter and review register for stale dated items.
**Verify stale dates of each item with accounting or bookkeeping department.
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Run Sheets
The following two pages show an example of an Audit Link Run Sheet. We recommend you use this
form while performing your daily tasks to provide you with documentation on your activity.
This allows you to have all of your documentation in one place that is easily accessible to give to an
auditor. The importance of having detailed documentation of your work cannot be overstressed.
Though Audit Link does not require that the client send back their verified run sheets, the run sheets do
include spaces in each section for the credit union to sign and date that they verified the work for their
own internal auditing purposes.
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CU NAME
Today’s Date:

For:

Worked by:

Reviewer:

Daily Work
LBKSC3, Teller Daily Activity

BSA
ACCT#

CTR

Comments/Suggestion

Verified by credit union on

Dormant Accounts
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID

By

PDRMTR, Member Services

Was activity found on any dormant accounts? NO
Acct #
Acct #
Acct #
Acct #
Acct #
Verified by credit union on
By

File Maintenance

LELOG2, Member Services

NOMAIL
INTRAT
MATDTE
NXDATE
RVWDT
PAYFRQ
PAYMNT
DQCNTR
Address
LNAPP

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Verified by credit union on

Teller Reversals Including Cash
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID

By
MNRPTC, #9, GL #73900

Was a reversal posted on any account? NO
Acct #
Acct #
Acct #
Acct #
Acct #
Acct #
Acct #
Verified by credit union on
By
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Weekly Work
MNMISC,20

Wire Transfer Log

Run on Monday Reviewed from

to

Were any wires completed? NO
Was adequate data captured? NO

Verified by credit union on

Employee Audit Report

Verified by credit union on
Bi-Weekly Work

BSA/SAR Report

MNAUDT,2

Verified by credit union on

OFAC

MNACCK # 11

Acct #
Acct #
Acct #
Acct #
Verified by credit union on
Misc. Comments

Verified by credit union on
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Run on Wed.

Reviewed from

to

By
Next run on

Reviewed from

to

By

MNAUDT, # 3

Verified by credit union on
Monthly Work

Stale Dated Checks

By

MNAUDT,17

Run Bi-Weekly Next Run on

By
Run at EOM

By

By

Reviewed from

to

Sample Completed Run Sheet
The following is an example of a completed run sheet created for a credit union.
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Reviewing the Work of your Auditing Team
Quality control and periodic reviews are an integral part of any solid auditing and compliance program
for many reasons. This function is generally done by the supervisor of the auditing department.
However, in cases where the department consists of only one person this function should be completed
by another person in the credit union who is familiar with the reports, screens, and CU*BASE processes.
The review process should be designed to assure upper management that processes are not being
overlooked, are completed in a timely fashion, and the reviews have not become lackadaisical in nature
(making assumptions that because they have seen something before, verified it to be ok, that seeing the
same transaction sequence would yield the same result). Below is a list of tasks that should be
completed by the party responsible for reviewing the work of the Auditing Team.
•

Make sure verifications are being completed by using the Work Daily BSA Activity function
(MNAUDT #1), and trackers are being updated with the results of the review

•

Verify that CTR's and SAR's are being filed in a timely manner

•

Pull all reports listed on the run sheet tasks and compare them to the run sheet findings

•

Spot check the accounts that were suggested for review

•

Randomly select a number of accounts for review not found on the run sheet

•

Pull the BSA/SAR Activity Report (MNAUDT #2), look for structures and verify each structure was
discovered

•

Make sure dormancy is being updated and trackers have the follow up detail

•

Use the Audit File Maintenance function (MNAUDT # 18) to spot check file maintenance fields
are being listed on run sheet and determine if any critical fields are being overlooked. Review
the process used to validate that the changes were properly documented and appear
reasonable

•

Review trackers to verify OFAC is being run and the trackers are being updated to report results
of any research performed

•

Review all suspense, settlement, and credit union member account for reconciliations. They
should be balanced to zero each month and should not contain transactions which cannot be
fully explained
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Audit Link – Documentation/Education/Resources
Audit Link has a wealth of resources for you to use and model after when creating your own
Audit Link organization. Included in these resources are Audit Link’s website, newsletter,
forums, documentation, and online help documentation.

Audit Link Website
The Audit Link website: http://advisor.cuanswers.com/ is an online resource provided by Audit
Link which covers current topics of interest, such as hints for compliance and auditing and
information on upcoming regulations.

The following list of websites is also recommended by Audit Link for additional information on
auditing issues.
Links to these websites can be found on the Audit Link website (look on the right hand bar).
http://ffiec.com/
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/cse/fct/fidm/index.html
http://www.fincen.gov/
And more!
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Audit Link Forums and Newsletters
Audit Link leads forums at the CU*Answers location in Grand Rapids, Michigan, as well as
posting online webinar presentations. Regular newsletters cover current issues important in
the auditing community. While the Audit Link Advisors are printed for distribution, they are also
posted on the Audit Link website.

.
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Audit Link Documentation
Topics of interest to auditors or relating to auditing are posted on the CU*Answers website,
including tools for using auditing reports and features in CU*BASE. CU*BASE Online help also
provides screen level help on many CU*BASE auditing tools.
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Audit Link – Marketing and Educational Material
Marketing material is an important part to starting your auditing service. With proper marketing
material, you can paint a vivid picture to prospective clients as far as what services you can provide, and
what other material you provide to supplement the consulting and daily work. Additionally, Audit Link
takes the time to provide educational material, and executive summaries of services rendered, as well as
holds Focus Groups to discuss the latest in regulatory changes.
In the following section you will find examples of material used to educate and promote awareness; not
only of changes to auditing practices in our industry, but of the business itself, and the value it can
provide to credit unions.
Example of content that could be used to sell Audit Link’s day-to-day operations for credit unions

Audit Link – Managing Your Auditing Department for You
You have already seen how Audit Link can be a valued resource for developing your Auditing Department.
But what if you took it one step further and had Audit Link manage your audit department for you…
Benefits of Working with Audit Link
Xtend Audit Link takes on the burden of monitoring audited member and staff activities while assisting clients
in meeting the current compliance requirements placed on them by regulators and auditors, including BSA,
Reg D, OFAC, FIDM, Reg C, employee accounts, and on overall policy review.
Who Drives Audit Link?
CU*Answers Management Services & Xtend SRS manage this initiative.
Why is this Initiative Important to CU*Answers and Credit Unions?
•

A network partner for CUs to effectively monitor activity ensuring compliance with the constant
changing regulations.

•

A catalyst for new development related to auditing products and tools, placing a higher demand or
expectation of throughput as the primary driver for new solution development and invention

•

To broaden CU*Answers client support resources and create a paid service for a specialized client
support need

•

To create an example and working model for driving CU opportunity and businesses across CU
memberships—a network response to managing day-to-day tactics

Getting to Know Your Credit Union
Understanding where we are today in our compliance and auditing function will create a great foundation for
moving forward with a single vision regarding this vital area of the credit unions operational needs.
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Audit Link begins with an initial review of credit union policies, practices, and system configurations which
address many regulations and internal best practices. This session is vital, as it sets the stage for the periodic
work which will be the foundation for our audit team moving forward. This is a working session and requires
preparation time as well as time spent with your management team in review of the credit unions existing
policies and procedures. Based upon those findings, a portion of the time is dedicated to tweaking the
system configurations and identifying where additional training may be required.
The list of areas which are reviewed is listed below:
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•

Regulation D monitoring and verifying that the proper transaction types have been coded.

•

Review Regulation D accounts types and compare to the FR2900.

•

BSA configurations and policies.

•

Provide training to staff on BSA and internal policies regarding CIP.

•

Review retention policies and procedures in accordance with BSA and make recommendations for
change if necessary.

•

TIS disclosures and compare to configurations on share and saving products. Reconfigure forms if
necessary.

•

Review denial notices for compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and follow up with loan
staff on procedures for producing the notices.

•

Review default Hold configurations and make recommendations regarding policy on Regulation CC,
Expedited Funds Availability Act.

•

Review configurations for statement generation and make recommendations in accordance with
Regulation E, Electronic Funds Transfers.

•

Review statement disclosures and make recommendations in accordance with Regulation E and
Regulation Z, Truth in Lending.

•

Review policies and procedures regarding Consumer Privacy and make recommendations for change
and monitor annual disclosures in all media sources.

•

Review procedures on lending and use of Equal Credit Opportunity Act codes and make
recommendations for change.

•

Review procedures on lending regarding pre-paid finance charges in regards to Regulation Z and the
Real Estate Settlement and Procedures Act. Make recommendations for change if required.

•

Review employee security configuration and make recommendations for change.

Original Xtend Audit Link Press Release
The original news release created by Xtend introducing clients to Audit Link
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Introductory Brochure
The initial brochure sent out to clients and precursor to future Audit Link Advisors.
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Executive Summary Example
Audit Link periodically provides its clients with an Executive Summary that will outline services rendered,
as well as tips and suggestions for the credit unions to improve their own internal auditing procedures.
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Contacting Audit Link
For more information on Audit Link Services, please contact …
•

Jim Vilker, 616-285-5711 x 167 jvilker@cuanswers.com

•

Leah Walton, 616-285-5711 x 211 lwalton@cuanswers.com
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